Comments: (5-3-2019, Internal)

922-1.2 requires all luminaires to be on the APL. Is there a wildlife-sensitive luminaire that meets 992-2.4.2 on the APL? Or is the idea to write the spec first then hope manufacturers will build something to it and rush to get it on the APL? If so, what happens in the meantime?

I just checked the APL and didn’t notice any ‘new’ luminaires that would appear to meet this new spec.

Response: (State Specification Office Response) Thank you for the comment. This will be a new APL category. We are creating the materials spec for January 2020 release but, these lights will not appear on plan sets until late 2020. The roadway design office has identified existing systems which will meet the new requirements. There will be 6-8 months to get products on the APL before they are needed in the field. Thank you.